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Retail merchandiser who is goal-oriented and consistently seeking opportunities 
for growth and increasing knowledge. Determined to expand  knowledge and 
experience of the retail profession. Highlights POS systems knowledge Shipping 
and receiving. Friendly and outgoing, and Team-oriented.

JULY 2004 – NOVEMBER 2014
2ND ASSISTANT MANAGER (RETAIL MERCHANDISER) - ABC 
CORPORATION

 Greeted customers as they walked in, answered phones, filled out returns and 
directed them in the direction that they needed to go for a product.

 Worked in the Sporting Goods department assisting in Fish and Game sales, gun
sales, customer service, setting plan-o-grams and putting away freight.

 Maintained the regular use of motorized equipment.
 Provided liaison and communication with store personnel accounting for 

merchandise and control.
 Performed duties of sales associate, as well as a PIC (Person in Charge) until 

promoted to 2nd assistant.
 Had been responsible for balancing and managing all revenue for the given day.
 Trained new associates and worked with other management to keep a 

struggling store afloat.

2003 – 2004
2ND ASSISTANT MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Began employment as a checker for a short time before being promoted to a 
customer service position where was responsible for many duties.

 After a year of employment took a 2nd Assistant Manager position where 
monitor and maintain the sales floor while providing friendly customer .

 Responsible for truck and produce orders.
 Responsible for ordering supplies and cleaning .
 Responsible for giving excellent customer service, selling merchandise, making 

goals every day, displaying new product and ringing up customers .
 Promoted and became responsible for making sure sales associates were 

working productively and effectively.
 Involved in employee conflict resolutions and wrote incident reports.

EDUCATION

Business Management eral Arts - (Crafton Hills College - Yucaipa, CA)
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SKILLS

Personnel Management, Order Processors/Scanners, Cash Registers, Inventory 
Management.
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